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CAMPUS DAY
9 A. M. — 12 M

TOMORROW
April 26, 1946—No. 35

Aquacade Tops Campus Day
Intersection Crash Near Fresno
Hospitalizes Jackson 'Til Fall
Athletic Director Sustains Serious
Injuries in Auto Wreck Last Week

MARGE SIMPSON

Campus Day to Feature Aquacade
In Lighted Pool as Highlight
Water Show and Dance High Spots
Of Evening Program, Swift Says—

An aquacade in a setting of a lighted pool under the open sky
A three place fractured pelvis and three broken ribs, sustained
will be an outstanding feature of the Campus Day events on Satur
in an intersection crash near Fresno last week, will keep Director
day, April 27, according to chairman Don Swift.
of Athletics and Track Coach Earl R. Jackson in the hospital for
The water show, which will be performed during the intermission
about six months, it was revealed several days ago.
of the "Spring Fever" dance, will include such activities as a water
ballet, comedy diving, and exhibition swimming.
Jackson, according to Califor-*
• The "Spring Fever" dance will
nia State Highway Patrol officers
climax the day with music by
drove through a boulevard stop
Francis W. Brush Bud Stone and his orchestra. The
while returning with the track
will extend from 8:30 until
team from a meet in the Raisin
To Visit COP Campus dance
the last dance at 12:00. Suggested
City. The accident occurred on
highway 99 several miles north
Dr. Francis W. Brush, a mis attire for the evening has been set
sionary who spent three years in at cotton dresses for the girls and
of the stadium shortly after the
Santo Tomas Interment Camp, slacks and sweaters for the fel
meet.
Blood as a tool for retaining life
will visit the C.O.P. campus dur lows.
Jackson was taken to the is seriously needed from volun
Activities of all kinds will be
ing May 5 through 10. On an ex
Fresno County Hospital for ob teer student donors who are will
progressing at all hours of the
tended
furlough,
he
has
visited
servation and was later transfer ing to give their blood to the local Marjorie Simpson, C.O.P. coed,
Methodist college campuses in the day. Some of the special events
red to the Dameron Hospital in hospitals.
recently elected president of the Middle West, and after Easter he and novelty races are the eggStockton. His condition has been
In order to comply with this re Stockton Junior Youth Council. is visiting Pacific coast colleges. throwing contest, the wheel bar
described as fair; but because
row race, the sack race, the threequest the donor must be at least
Since his liberation in Manila in legged race, the pice eating con
of the length of time required
18 years of age, and if between COP Coed, Head of
February 3,1945, he has been pas test, and the tug-of-war over the
lor a pelvis to mend, the College
the ages of 18 and 21 a written
tor of Knox-Central Church in
will be without the services of
permit must be secured from the Local Youth Council Manila and acting Mission Super mud puddle.
Jackson for many months to
Several major events are sched
parents.
intendent of
the Methodist uled for the observation of stud
come.
In
Panel
Discussion
This request and need comes
Church in the Philippines.
ents in between activities. A.
Paul Murray, a member of the
solely from local hospitals, and it
During the Japanese occupa softball game will be played be
track squad and passenger in the
Marjorie Simpson, 18 year old
car, had teeth knocked out and has nothing to do with the Red high freshman leader of many tion, Dr. Brush was interned for tween the men from the "tube"
Cross Blood Bank. A list of pros
was treated for a scalp laceration.
SCA activities and president of three years in Santo Tomas where and the men from the Frats. A
pective donors will be kept at the
Other passengers in the car were
the Stockton Junior Youth Coun he was the professor of philoso track meet will take place be
College of Pacific infirmary, and
unhurt. The driver of the car
cil, has been invited to take part phy in the Concentration College, tween the COP trackmen and the
that plowed into Jackson's ma those students will be on call in a panel discussion at the An camp Psychologist, lecturer, and Cal Aggies. Tennis matches will
chine sustained minor injuries. when the need arises.
nual State Convention of the Fed preacher. Before the war, he was be played off between COP and
Any student wishing to offer eration of Women's Clubs in Cali pastor of the Central Student Cal in the early afternoon.
Both cars were badly smashed.
his services to this cause should
At the request of Jackson, Boyd register his name, age, blood type, fornia on May 15 in Sacramento. Church and professor in the Un
Thompson will take over coaching and phone number at the infirm The youth council leaders from ion Theological Seminary in Man
The completed final schedule
»
duties for the rest of the season. ary. Arrangements will be made Sacramento will also be on the ila.
of events follows this pattern:
During
his
stay,
Dr.
Brush
is
panel.
Their
topic
for
discussion
Boyd, who is now a post-graduate for students to be typed for the
9:30- 9:45—Get under way on
student, is a four-year Pacific benefit of those who do not know will be "Youth Councils and Their scheduled to speak before Dr.
practice field — Frosh skit.
Werner's
class
on
Problems
of
Roles in the Community."
letter man and former athletic in their own blood type.
9:45-10:30
— Baseball, tennis,
Marge has been on the Council the Pacific and International Re
structor in the Navy.
volleyball, basketball for
A fee of $25.00 is usually paid for two and one half years, being lations seminar, and Dr. Knoles'
for this type of service if a per secretary and membership com class on The World Today.
all.
The Faculty and students of son is called upon to give blood.
10:30-10:45—Sophomore skit.
On
May
5
at
"Sunday
at
Seven,"
mittee chairman before her presi
the College of the Pacific join
Students wishing to give blood
Dr. Brush will speak on "Post 10:45-1130—More sports.
together in offering their best and who are really interested dency.
war
Conditions in the Philip 11:00—Swimming meet, COP
The Council first started the
wishes for a speedy recovery should contact the infirmary as
vs. Cal Aggies.
pines"
at the SCA, and he will
to Athletic Director and Track soon as possible. The need is Teen Canteen on Channel Street, speak at Chapel May 7. From 11:30-11:45—Junior skit.
and under Marge's leadership has
Coach Earl R. Jackson who great, so do it now!
skit.
encouraged
neighborhod centers 3:30 to 5:30 he will be the guest 11:45-12:00—Senior
was injured last week in an au
12:00-12:30—Chow
down.
in the city; obtained PTA finan at a faculty tea given by the SCA
tomobile accident while return12:30-1:15—Relays, pie eating,
cial backing, moral support, and on Wednesday, May 8. That eve
Ing from Fresno.
Campus Red Cross
games.
ning he will address the World
leadership;
and
worked
on
pro
The entire campus hopes it Unit At Luncheon
1:15—Softball game.
Government
group
at
7.
jects for the Juvenile Hall and
will be not too long before
1:30—Tennis matches, COP
Dr. Brush will be available for
the
Children's Home.
The
appointment
of
Mrs.
Ar
Coach Jackson resumes his
vs. Cal.
personal
conferences
Monday,
duties in the Athletic Depart thur Glick as College Unit Chair "We have had a keen and active May 6 from 2 to 5, Wednesday,
2:00—Track meet, COP vs.
man of the San Joaquin County interest in the affairs of the city
ment.
Cal Aggies.
Chapter of the American Red government and have made speci May 8 from 2 to 4, and Thursday,
2:00—Pool open for swim
May
9
from
9
to
11:40.
From
3
to
Cross was announced by Mrs. fic recommendations to the com
on Thursday he will lead the ming, whole campus open for
COP Men's Debating Wanda Marzolf, ARC area repre munity council, the City Council 5discussion
playtime.
in POTLATCH.
sentative, at a luncheon meeting and the City Recreation Depart
3:15-3:30—Rag tie, between
Team Tie for First
ment,"
states
Marge.
held April 12th. This meeting
Frosh and Sophs.
Marge will try to show the la fare, Membership, Inter-Racial,
was attended by representatives
5:00—Tug-of-War, over a mud
pick Pedersen and Manuel Fur- from the living and social groups dies the worth of Youth Councils Public Relations, and Religious
puddle.
* COP debaters, tied for first of the Pacific campus.
by showing how the one over Emphasis. The Stockton Cit.y
8:30—"Spring Fever" Dance,
ace in Senior Men's Debate in
At a meeting of the campus un which she presides is run. The Young Peoples' Union has been
Bud Stone's orchestra.
e Astern Association of Teache
it held Thursday, April 18th, dele Council is made up of interested appointed to act in the tetter's
10:15—Aquacade in swimming
rs °f Speech Tournament at Los
gates were chosen for the Confer organizations throughout the city,' capacity.
pool.
"geles City College, held on ence of College Units to be held and each organization is entitled
Roy C. Votaw, California State
priI 19 and 20.
12:00—Last
dance.
in Los Angeles May 4 and 5. Fac to two voting representatives. It Youth Authority, believes that
yPley tied with teams from ulty Adviser will be Miss Edna meets the first Sunday of every this council was the first of its
Don Swift is being assisted by
and Brigham Young Univer- Gehlken. Anita Harris was chos month, and the specific commis kind in California. The purpose
Slty « Utah.
several
committees. These are:
of
this
emphasis
is
to
interest
en Student Delegate and one oth sions meet between council meet
Publicity, Gerry Porter and Mary
arv
groups
in
backing
other
such
ings.
The
committees
of
the
er
student
delegate
will
also
be
i ®J in McDow was a finalist
(Continued on page 2)
Stockton Council are Social Wel- councils in the state.
onior Men's Oratory.
selected.

Blood Donors
Needed at COP
Infirmary

Dr.
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Turnups
By "HALF-A-JUG"
What with spring and summer
mergin' and girls and guys takin'
class on the grass, Half-a-Jug
went up to Mr. Hitter and sez:
"I wanta be a gardener so's I can
stand and watch the water sprink
lers go round and round . . . and
I wanta be outside so's I can
watch the birds and gals go by
carryin' armfuls of books. In
other words, I wanta be a garden
er!"
GUERNSEY GOATS
When the Conservatory falls
down and the irrigation outlets
bubble over with Guernsey Goat
milk, that kid with the red face
will still be sayin', "There's the
Army, the Navy, the Marines and
then there's Bill Doyle's outfit."
. . . Betty Holt will still have the
larges aquarium in Alpha Thete
. . . and Gil Johnston will still
claim he woke up to find a bat
flyin' around in his room. . .
TURNIP TALES
Gene Weston passing out cigars
at Archania . . . Tau Kappa eating
18 pounds of candy in a week . . .
A1 Spanos giving an extempor
aneous speech on Stockton . . .
Jimmie Yocum, General MacArthur, and their pins . . . Paul
Berger and Gene Pence at Yosemite not being afraid of a bear—
until they met one . . . Lynn
Pierce inventing a Cub House
Special called "The Rocky Road
to New Jersey" . . . Mrs. Jackson
talking to her black dog . . . Grace
Noble pledging incognito . . . Hatmakers Ruth Wilson and Marty
Lyons building bonnets from bas
kets . . . and Cal Thomas at Yosemite Lake Park Easter Egg Hunt
grabbin' off the Easter eggs be
fore the little kids could get 'em. .
SHORT ONES
Marian "Can Opener" Wichert.
Kenny "Spring Fever" Perkin.
Bruce "Killer of little bugs"
Coleman.
Larry "Chrysler" Mason.
Wilma "Short hair" Talboy.
Bull "Rey I'm the only guard!"
Russell.
Bob "Buf." Cole.
Rita "Pig Tails" Nie.
The Good Word: Renosterbos-

Campus Day
(Continued from page 1)
Marvin; Dance, Roma Porter and
Gerry Moffatt; Intermission,
Helen Graham, Bob Raven, and
Jeanne Burgeron; Sports, Ted
Peightal and Tita Beamer;
Games, Randy Walker and Lowell
Jensen; Skits, Nancy Pelloroque
and Aubrey Brown; and Cleanup,
Frank Jeans.
The Patrons and Patronesses
for the dance will be Mr. and Mrs.
Phil Garlington, Mr. and Mrs
Chris Kjeldsen, Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Siemering, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Watson.

•

Let's Meet at

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
3216 Pacific Ave.

Rehearsals Begin for
New PLT Play
Rehearsals for the fourth and
final PLT production, "The Im
portance of Being Earnest" began
last Monday night.
The play, an English comedy of
manners, has three sets, and a
completely modernized script
Written in Oscar Wilde's sharp,
witty manner, the play will be a
bright ending to the 1946 season.
DeMarcus Brown, director, has
announced the following cast:

PLT DIRECTOR

DeMARCUS BROWN

Bob Nickols, as John Worthing;
Jack Devoe, Algernon Moncrieff;
Litafrances Darwin, Lady Brack
nell; Eileen Ellis, Gwendoline
Fairfax; Virginia Ferris, as Cecily
Cardew; Gail Monroe, Miss
Prism; Gene McCabe as Lane, the
butler, and Bob English as the
Reverend.
"The Importance of Being Ear
nest" will open May 17 and 18 and
will play for two weekends.
The past season has been one of
varied types, "A Bell for Adano,"
a serious war drama; "Blithe
Spirit," a phantasy; "Tomorrow's
Sun," the historical drama; and
the last comedy production "The
Imporance of Being Earnest."

Vets Send Letter
To Congressman
In Protest
A letter to Congressman Leroy
Johnson, written in protest
against servicemen's reduced pay
while in hospitals, has been
drafted by Phil Garlington, Jun
ior College English instructor,
and Bill McFarland.
The letter, to be signed by all
members of the campus veteran's
club at their Monday meeting, is
to be posted on the bulletin board
opposite the bond booth in the Ad
building.
"It is hoped that many other
veteran's clubs in California will
write letters to their congressman
protesting against the improper
pay, sometimes as little as six
dollars a month, that is paid to

Rondo
Bouts
By MARILYN NELSON
The mixed A Capella Choir had
some interesting experiences to
gether with spending an enjoy
able Easter weekend. One night
while the group, made up of 12
girls and eight boys, an unappreciative listener threw a pitcher of
water on them.
Art Ford and Lou Holten sport
ed burned noses and tired muscles
after a strenuous three hour dash
up and down a mountain. Their
"glowing" faces were not seen at
the dance in the lodge that night
I wonder why??? Rough going,
huh fellows???
The choral group sang from a
small island in the lake, and the
first ones to get there stood on
dry land while the remainder
stood in the cool refreshing water
to offer their selections. In spite
of the difficulties the group gave
an outstanding performance for
a crowd of over 2000 people.
The Women's A Capella Choir
left Wednesday for a 12 day tour
of the northern part of the state.
The chartered bus left Wed
nesday morning at 7:00. The
first weekend will be spent
around the Bay area. One ap
pearance will be in the chapel on
the Stanford University campus,
Before the tour terminates it will
go to Auburn, Oroville, Orlando,
Redding, Red Bluff and back to
Stockton.
Music Week will be looming up
before us soon between May 5
and May 11. Meredith Willson
will put in an appearance at the
College of Pacific to conduct the
orchestra in an American music
program, which will include sev
eral of his own compositions. De
tails will appear on the horizon
later.
Those odd noises coming from
the Conservatory lately about the
2:25 period are only the results of
the orchestra whipping into shape
for the coming concert. Don't
get alarmed—it will all turn out
for the best. We hope???
servicemen while in hospitals,"
said Mr. Garlington in an inter
view to the Weekly on Monday.
"We hope that a good strong
letter to Congressman Johnson, a
member of the House Military Af
fairs Committee and also from
this district, will help get action
on a bill to raise this pay grade,"
he added further, "All veterans
on the campus are urged to sign
the letter which will be posted
sometime after Monday's meeiing."
The famous heavy gold chains
usually worn by courtiers in 15th
century England cost from $3000
to $7000.

Local CIO Forms
Theatrical Stock Co.
"Three Men on a Horse," is the
name of the Broadway laugh hit
which is being presented at the
Stockton High School on Saturday, April 27, at 8:30 p. m.
The script has been brought up
to date, and is transformed into
a timely, modern, fast-moving
show.
Presented by the Warehouse
Union of the C.I.O., the entire
cast has had previous stage ex
perience. Although members of
a warehouse union, they are ac
tors by choice. The C.I.O. is
sponsoring them in this chance
to prove their talents. If the
show proves a success, they will
make a tour of the valley and bay
regions, forming a regular stock
company presenting shows in and
around Stockton at frequent in
tervals.
An unusual experiment, it will
be interesting to note the mo
dernized treatment of this play by
a group of professionals.
"Three Men on a Horse" is di
rected by Mara Alexander and
will present the Warehouse Un
ion players.
Tickets are on sale at 150 N.
Hunter St., and at the Owl Drug
on Main and California Sts.
Prices range from 76c general ad
mission to $1.10 for reserved
seats.

o f t
KWG 1230kcs ON YOUR DIAL

Mon., 5:00 p. m.—Safety.
Tues., 6:00 p. m. — Chapel
Chimes.
Tues., 9:30 p. m.—Radio Stage.
Wed., 7:00 p. m.—Talk of Town.
Wed., 7:15 p. m.—Symposium.
Thurs., 6:00 p. m.—Children's
Hour.
Thurs., 6:15 p. m.—Previews.
Thurs., 7:45 p. m.—Sports Page.
Thurs., 9:30 p. m.—Musicale.
Sun., 9:45 a. m—Bookshelf.
Such a shame. He used to be
a good guy, but now he has a
bandaged forehead. He shouldn't
have gone to Santa Cruz with
Ginny Ferris, Marion Akers, that
is.
Though he writes the original
music for many of the programs
that COP airs, Leighton Edelman
teaming with Elton Burgstahler is
sending through the ether anoth
er new show, "Talk of the Town"
every Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.
Did you hear Arlene Ludlow's
and Jackie Geyer's story hour
and find out the lattest in the
trials and tribulations of your
favorite princess. For only fifteen
minutes of show time, this little
gem ought to be a must for
Absolutely pure distilled water
younguns, etc.
will dissolve glass.
All veterans of World War II
are invited to attend the first
California State Convention of the
American Veterans Committee
which is meeting today, tomorrow
and Sunday in the Alexandra
Hotel in Los Angeles.
Primary business is the election
of state officers and approval of a
temporary
constitution. Dele
gates will tackle questions per
taining to AVC's first National
Convention.

Open Evenings
'til 10
We Employ
Capable Watchmakers
We have the largest and
most up to date jewelry
store in town. We do all
kinds of watch and ring re
pairing also diamond re
setting and CUTTING. Why
not surprise yourself and
pay us a visit? We carry a
large stock of diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Our
prices are the lowest and
our terms to suit you.
"Stockton's First and
Only Diamond Cutters"
"CREDIT JEWELERS"
124 E. Main St.,
Stockton

LIMITED
QUANTITY!
EVERSHARP

CPlr&f entodermQfet

$14'.75

(or psn and pencil
Plus Fed. Tax

Turner
Hardware Store
Weber & American
Dial 4-4651

P E S C E & CO.

P H I L B A K E R C B S S U N D A Y MI6HT*

BOB'S STUDIO
FOR

• ADVERTISING

- - - Photographs

---

No assignment too large or too small

Union Oil Dealer

•

Phone 2-9010

ANYTHING — ANYWHERE

Castle and Pacific Ave.

Stockton

IN "TAKE IT OR LEAVEJi-

BILL HINT
BATTERIES — TIRES — QUICK CHARGING

V

Don't miss this chance to
"pick up" one of these
handsome, modern sets.
Magic Feed prevents
flooding or leaking . .
Magic Point is so smooth
you can't even hear it
write. Matching Feather
weight Repeater Pencil
feeds new leads
automatically

•

S

ARCHITECTURAL

• COMMERCIAL
• INDUSTRIAL
• LEGAL
• PANORAMIC

ANYTIME

• PORTRAIT

•

• PUBLICITY

606 E. Main St.

Phone 2-9240

• REAL ESTATE
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Marie Arbios
Betrothed to
Frank Boyle

Over One Hundred are Pledged
To Three Campus Fraternities

Miss Marie Arbios, prominent
senior of Pacific and member of
Alpha Theta Tau Sorority, is an
nouncing her engagement to
Frank B. Boyle. The nuptial
post-war campus activities place emphasis on fraternity rushing
which was held last week and resulted in the pledging of over news was first revealed Thurs
one hundred men by the three Greek letter houses, Rho Lambda day, April 18th, when the bride
phi, Omega Phi Alpha and Alpha Kappa Phi. The rush functions
were held as follows: Archania, Tuesday; Rhizomia, Wednesday,
and Omega Phi, Thursday.
Pledged to Rho Lambda Phi4
are: Dwight Atherton, Bob Atkinson, George Brumm, Ed Pic
kering, Glenn Calvert, George
Carter, Bob Chinn, Craig Combs,
Stan Cooley, Leon Croce, Carl
Dambacher, George Bedekam,
Don Dickey, Bill Doyle, Jack
Dyhre, Ralph Fontana, Bill Fox
By PAT PIKE
and Bob French.

K 8C M's Town
and Country

Bruce Coleman, Joe Gambetta,
Harold Grahlman, John Guilfoyle,
Fred Harrold, Will Heitman, Bob
and Joe Hodson, Sherwin Kenyen, John Kaye, Ken Rusk, Geo.
Schuler, Bill Schulz, Brook Shaeffer, Sam Stassi, Bob Tobey, Wendall Truax, Bob Tumelty and Joe
Vierra.
Will Klemin, Bob Lketzker,
Bob Leighton, Barry McDermott,
Tom. McKeegan, John Nazio, Wal
ter Olson, Frank Pisceno, Chet
Pierce and Frank Ramonti.
Archania: Bob Zink, Tom Liddicoat, Peter Larrainzar, Ken
Young, Harold Mucke, Frank
Upchurch, Sol Rosenberg, Fred
Brott, Herbert Kane, Allen Teicheira, Allen Sheppard, James Phil
lips and Richard Prince.
Harold Wiheatley, Jack Loye,
Gilbert Johnston, Leonard Widman, Eugene Pence, Bob McCaff
rey, Ed Grigsby, Barry O'Brien,
Weber Fisher, Vince Benson and
Gordon Joplin.
Omega Phi Alpha: Louis Balazs, Anbrey Brown, William Bsrazs, Anbrey Brown, William BurBill Chappell, Charlie Cooke,
Earl Collins, Bill Ellison, Curtis
Ennen, Joe Felice, A1 Giannini,
Jerry Haines, Sandy Price, Milford Piel and Ed Spaulding.
Don Hall, Dean Hill, Jack and
Robert Hyman, Ralph Johnson,
Collie Kidwell, Frank Jeans,
Lowell Jensen, A1 Kolb, Ray
Rring, Bob McDannold, Chuck
Magnusson, Justin Marshall, Lar
ry Mason, Frank Matteoni, Joe
Mendes, Bill Milhaupt, Charles
Millard, Bhilip Morgan, Gene
Mortarotti, Lydon Mothorn, Bill
Worrell, George Segale, Bill Tobiassen, Gorden Tornell, George
orvik, Bill Tisher and Jack
vineyard.

r

FOR SALE

p1IX,e<J°

I
for Sale; size 38. See
|Rainess Manager.
Phone 2-9218

Now, I ask you what is more
wonderful than Springtime in
good old sunny California? Speak
ing of sunshine, spring and Cali
fornia, makes me think of sports
and outings. You know, swim
ming, picnics, and all the rest.
And thinking of those things re
minds me of—you guessed it—
Katten and Marengo's—what else!
In the window this week you
will see everything and anything
you need in the line of playclothes, as many co-eds have al
ready discovered.
For that sunkissed look Marcia
Abraham and Shirley Madsen
found several appealing styles in
bathing suits. Marcia was parti
cularly taken with a two piece
seer sucker in yellow and brown.
The bottom has a skirt with a
wide ruffle. It is a Catalina suit.
Shirley found a two piece jersey
that has a sarong effect. It is
made by Campus Mode.
Connie Stapley found just lots
of things to wear on picnics, such
as a blue denim slack suit as mo
deled in Madamoselle.
Alma Lee Thomas found a clev
er three piece pedal pusher com
bination with skirt and blouse.
It is displayed in brown and white
striped wool.
Jean Paganucci thinks there is
just nothing like those white
shark-skin pedal pushers.
The
midriff is tied in the front. This
outfit is styled by Dorette.
When it comes to play suits,
Penny Allen knows what's what!
For instance that white three
piece consisting of shorts, midriff,
and fingertip length jacket. To
make it even sunnier looking it is
trimmed in red plaid around the
edges. This is also a Junard of
Dallas creation.
Also in the playsuit line is a
three piece seersucker trimmed
in eyelet. The outfit can be worn
for school or play.
I can just see Iva Marie Porter
in that two piece sun dress with
the bare midriff. It is designed

FRIEDBERGERS i"

i
i - mmm
elect passed chocolates to her sor
ority sisters.
Marie is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. P. Arbios of Stockton.
She is a graduate of St. Mary's
High School and is affiliated with
the Omega Nu Sorority.
Frank, the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. F. Boyle of Vallejo, is a
graduate of St. Vincent's High
School of Vallejo and St. Mary's
College. He served two years as
an army air corps physical train
ing instructor, and then complet
ed his fifth year at the College of
the Pacific. He is now on the
Edison High School teaching
staff.
Wedding plans are for this Fall.

Pacific Co-Op Gives
"Harvey Hop" Dance
Pacific Co-op's held a dance cen
tered around the Easter bunny
theme April 12th entitled the
"Harvey Hop." The house was
decorated with rabbit caricatures
throughout, also balloons, violets,
daisies, and pansies in flower ar
rangements.

Maud Cornwell
School For Secretaries
Spring Term Starts Feb. 18
530 West Vine St.
Ph. 2-4384

TED'S

MEN and CO-ED

MEAT MARKET

•

339 East Main Street

i

434 E. WEBER

Vogue-Alert
Cleaners

When You Think
... of Dancing
REMEMBER—

SERVING PACIFIC

DIAL 8-8628 5
••••••••••••"

Barbara Merriatn
Is Engaged to
L. C. Woodruff

Tonight the recently initiated
pledges of Alpha Theta Tau, EpTau Kappa Kappa was treated
silon Lambda Sigma and Tau
to
a five pound box of candy dur
Kappa will be honored at the
semi-annual
sorority
formal ing the night of its formal Pref
erence dinner when Barbara Jean
pledge dances.
At Alpha Thete, the members, Merriam announced her engage
pledges and their guests will ment to Leslie Candrick Wood
dance on "Dream Island," theme ruff.
The bride elect is the daughter
chosen for the evening.
The
house will be decorated in a tropi of Mr. and Mrs Hugh Merriam of
Waterford, California, and is a
cal motif.
Marilyn Meister is the general senior in the College of Pacific.
chairman aided by the following Barbara, besides being a member
committees: decorations and bids: of the All College Honor Society,
Barbara Merrill, chairman, Fran is a past president of Tau Kappa.
Leslie, or Rick as he is better
Burks, Nancie Harrold, Marianne
Ahearn and Mary Roberts; food, known to his friends, is the son
Gail Monroe, chairman, June Ann of Mr. and Mrs. L. Knoles of Mo
Hoffman, Jackie Taylor and Nor desto. Rcik is also a studnet of
ma Jane Foster; clean-up, Claire senior college and has done active
Cameron, chairman, Peggy Van- work in the Pacific Little Theatre.
The couple plan to be married
Vranken, Becky Roberts, Maur
in Morris Chapel the first week in
een Foster and Kay Powell.
Starlight Roof will be present July. They will reside in Stock
ed at Epsilon. Marie Alley is the ton until the prospective groom
general chairman assisted by the receives his degree. The recep
following committees:
decora tion will be held in the garden at
tions, Betty Maley; refreshments, Tau Kappa Kappa.
Earlene Kendrick; music, Thyra
June Jeffrey; bids, Sally Logan; Cruickshank-T homas
patrons and patronesses, Bernice
Temple and clean-up, the pledges. Betrothal Revealed
Tau Kappa Kappa will enter
tain their members and pledges At Tau Kappa Kappa
at a dinner dance at the Country
Jean Cruickshank contributed
Club. Janice Potter will be the five pounds of candy to Tau Kap
general chairman with the follow pa last week when she announced
ing committees: orchestra, Jackie her engagement to Dick Thomas.
Geyer and Claire Ruiz; bids,; Jean is the daughter of Mr. and
Joanne Wendels, Vivian Jarvis j Mrs. L. J. Cruickshank of Mo
and Marian Phillips; decorations, | desto. She is a gradute of Modes
Carolyn Harris, Carol Romer, | to High School and is now a sen
Muriel Hughes and Marilyn Car ior in the College of Pacific.
son.
Dick is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
G. M. Thomas of Placerville. He
Zetagathean Pledges is the graduate of El Dorado
High School and is now in the
NROTC at the University of Cali
Will Give Program
fornia and will get his commis
Zetagathean pledges will pre sion in June when he graduates.
sent skits, lead games and sing
ing and serve refreshments to old IMPORTANT:
members at the traditional
The members of W. A. A. will
pledges' sponsored meeting Mon have a special meeting April 25th
day evening at 7:30 in the S.C.A. at 4:15 for the discussion of the
Plans for a picnic and alumnae new awards system and to pick
luncheon and the ordering of club a committee for the election of
pins will be discussed. In new officers ... so, be there at
charge of refreshments are Isabel 4:15!!!!
Monty, pledges' secretary, and
Jean Ryland, and of games is
Neome McCallum. Under Jean
Norman Hlggins
Trembley,
pledges'
president,
Norma Bantillo, Norma Gildes,
Mary Grimlaw, Janet Hogan, Hel
en Kravetzky, Katherine Lee,
Lorelee Morton, Malva Ryland
and Betty Richardson will present
EXPERT LAUNDRY
skits.
SERVICE

in a pink background with navyblue butterflies. This cool crea
tion is styled by Koret.
Why not start the season right HAVE VOU HEARD?
Put that nickleodeon down, Mo
by going to K & M's for clothes
ther. . . . You'rve too old to car
that give you coolness and style.
ry a tune!

JEWELRY FOR

Jewelers

PLEDGE DANCES
WILL BE GIVEN
THIS EVENING

There's always
Good Music
and
The Nicest People

TRIAMON
BALLROOM
520 E. Weber Ave.
Stockton

PHONE 7-7869
2117 PACIFIC AVE.

Fox California
Theatre
FRIDAY — SUNDAY
"ADVENTURE"
with
Clark Gable
Greer Carson
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C.O.P.Host inTri.
School Trackfest

Tiger
Tattler
By BENNY BENGAL

IT'S EASY - FOR KRING

The Track squad is greatly
aware of the absence of Coach
Jackson who was severely injured
in an automobile wreck while re
turning from the Pacific-Fresno
State track meet. Coach Jackson
suffered broken ribs and a frac
tured plevis bone which will keep
him off the cinders for quite a
while. Benny says "Hurry up
and get well Coach."
Ouch!
Rumor has it ( and rumor can
have it) that the inmates of Sec-1
tion B of Tube have to fight their
way into the shower room for the
bees have started a housing pro
ject there.
,
Someone should tell Don Dragoo that the World's Junior Col
lege pole vaulting record is 14 ft.
not 13 ft. 9 in. Don tried to mis
inform the spectators at the Tig
er-Gator baseball game. Let's
get our info, straight from now
on, Don.
Barbara Ford, secretary in the
Gym, threatens to collapse if she
isn't given less work.

W

SPORTIFICATIONS
According to the Fresno paper,
we now have a new pole vaulter
and high jumper whose name is
AndFord.
Ray kring, alias The Nose,
amused the Fresno cinder fans by
clearing 13 ft. 9% in. only to pull
down the bar with his snozolla.
Ray is considering taping his
mortal enemy to his face.
Jim Watson has a system. He
has members of his team game
class wash his car instead of at
tending class.
Bill Russel, the little round ball
on the football team, is beefing
because he has been the only
guard out for football during
practice sessions. Benny doesn't
blame them for staying at home.
Bill is so wide that men have been
known to get lost while going
around him.
The combined weight of Joe
Mendez and Jack Potter is around
390 pounds.
Opening up a camera is to the
Track squad like spreading sugar
is to ants; it draws them.
STORY OF THE WEEK:
When told about Coach Jack
son's automobile accident, Ray
Kring asked "How are my vault
ing poles."

Ray Kring goes over easily at about thirteen feet in the Modesto
meet. Tomorrow he has another chance to erase his own COP record
when the Tigers tangle with San Francisco State and the Cal Aggies
in a triangular meet here.

3 SSB

A 6-5 victory over the Califor
nia Aggies and a 7-0 defeat to San
Jose State raised Pacific's total to
7 wins, 3 defeats, and 1 tie.

San Jose by a 7-0 score. Lind
say's good pitching and Pacific's
failure to hit proved to be the de
ciding factors. The Spartans col
lected 10 hits off Jerry Haines,
Pacific's hurler.

College Cleaners

MILLER-HAYS CO.

OS.J

tion of all fishermen. We have complete
outfits, of which you will be really
proud. Many hard to get items are now
in stock. Come in and browse around.

RODS—REELS
TACKLE BOXES—LINES
ENJOY YOUR FISHING MORE IN
CLOTHES DESIGNED FOR ACTION
. . . SEE OUR SPORTSWEAR
REPARTMENT

Plumbing With A Smile

2314 Pacific Ave.

Serving College of the Pacific

PHONE 2-7774

WARD T Y L E R ' S
SPORT

FOUR-DAY SERVICE
ii

.

Fine fishing equipment is the admira

iiiimiiiiiimimumiiimiiiiiiimmni

We give Quality
Plus Service

:

The College of Pacific's cindermen led by Ray Kring ace point
winner will play host tomorrow afternoon at two o'clock to the San
Francisco State and Cal Aggie track squads in a Tri-angular meet
on the Baxter Stadium oval.
Pacific's squad will go into ac-+~
tion without the services of their
ATHLETE OF
coach Earl Jackson who has been
temporarily demobilized. In his
THE WEEK
place will be Boyd Thompson who
This week the Pacific Weekly
will combine fathering his team features another
outstanding
mates with running both the man on the Pacific baseball team.
sprints.
He is Jerry Haines, who is now
Little is known of the strength one of Pacific's promising pitch
of either the Farmers or the San ers.
Franciscans, however both outfits
Jerry came to Pacific after
have been in competition and are graduating from Stockton High
at mid season form with a few in 1945. During his high years,
star performers. Pacific's Ray he was one of Stockton's leading
Kring should furnish some of the athletes. He made his letters in
top interest of the day. Ray will basketball and baseball for three
be trying for fourteen feet and years. He pitched three years for
better. Last week at Fresno he the local Karl Ross American Lesoared over at 13-9 5 8 for a first gion Post and was one of the
place while Saturday he tried leaders in that department al
Moore of the Olympic Club at most constantly. He has pitched
13-6 with a borrowed pole.
Winter leagues baseball here In
Brockman a broadjumper who Stockton in 1944-'45.
leaped 21 feet 1 inch and who is
In 1945, Jerry was chosen tr
just beginning to get into shape represent northern California in
should be a strong contender in the East-West All-Star baseball
that event. Lew Ford and Carl game which was held in San
Cooper both of whom are capable Francisco.
of going over the bar at 6 ft 3 in
During the spring vacation, he
the high jump should score if went down to San Bernadino for
they find themselves.
a major league trial with the
Other Tigers who are counted Pittsburgh Pirates. Jerry says
on for points are Hanny in the this experience helped him con
distance events, Torvick in the siderably.
Jerry's hobbies along with base
quarter mile, Hogan, a heavy
favorite in the shot put and dis ball are basketball and pinochole.
cus, Hall in the javelin, and Har As you all knew Jerry was sen
ris in the sprints. Barrier men sational on Chris Kjeldsen's bas
Livingstone and Curran round ketball team this past season.
A freshman, he is 18 years, and
out the list of the abler perform
ers who demonstrate their vari 6 ft. 2 in. in height. His greatest
ous talents tomorrow afternoon ambition is to be a major league
baseball pitcher.
at two.

the winning tallies in the
Baseballers Drop across
eighth.
GAME
Farmers, Lose to SATURDAY'S
Fred "Bulldog" Lindsay, San
Jose State's pitcher, stopped Paci
Ward Tyler Says - - San Jose Nine
fic with 6 hits last Saturday at

FRIDAY'S GAME
On Friday afternoon at Oak
Park, John Guilfoyle set the Cali SEASON'S STICKERS
fornia Aggies down with only 6
For the season this far, the top
hits, while the Bengals knocked stickers for Pacific are as fol
out 12 safeties off Len Scherrer, lows: Don Brown, .409; Bob StasA wise woman is one who
the Aggies' hurler. The score si, .348; Walt Goldman, .333;
makes her husband feel as
see-sawed throughout the game George Selkirk, .307; and Jim
though he's the head of the house
with Pacific finally
pushing Torvick, .305.
when actually he's only chairman
of the entertainment committee.
Judge: "Are you sure this man
RALPH D. CRAMER
was drunk?"
Cop: "Well, he was carrying a
DEPENDABLE JEWELER
manhole cover and said he was
2032 PACIFIC AVE.
PHONE 4-4206
taking it home to play on his vicSTOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
trola."

: jI

Vault Record Expected to Fall

Grant at Weber Avenue

SHOP

"Everything for Every Sport"
129 E. WEBER AVE.
Dud 2-0229

(Hotel Stockton Bldg.)

DIAL 2-229?
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TENNIS MEN DROP
Tigress Swimmers Meet jMEET
TO INDIANS
Tattler Aggies Here Sat. CAL. HERE SATURDAY
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Coach Phil Garlington's Tiger*
netters ran into an off day losing
Results of the Stanford Matstreak and suffered a 7-2 defeat ches:
Spring is here—but yes! The
at the hands of a hopped-up Stan
Singles:
signs are so wonderfully evident
ford squad in Palo Alto last Sat
Pie-nics, baseball, and have you
STANFORD RESULTS
urday afternoon.
noticed those beauteous tans
Arnold Biesser (S) d. Chet
On
their
toes
and
greatly
im
Pacific's mermen who have been defeated only by the University
walking around, or the girls sun
ning over on the gym lawn? of California this year will try to make it two in a row over the proved since their first game with Covey (COP) 7-5, 6-2; Bob RutGrace Gross and Betty Malley Cal Aggie watermen here in the COP pool tomorrow at 11:00 in one Stanford at the beginning of the ledge (S) d. Bob Tout (COP) 4-6,
season, the Tiger netters defeated 6-3, 6-4; Dave Basham (1) d. Pitt
are two whose tans are beginning of the feature sports attractions of the Campus Day celebration.
In their last meeting two weeks•
————
a highly rated Cal squad three Browne (COP) 7-9, 6-3, 6-2; Ross
to look up. I haven't seen any
ago
Kjeldsen's
outfit
won
six
of
weeks ago but ran into the stone Hughes (S) d. Don Swift (COP)
evidences of Spring fever, though
wall of a greatly reinforced and 1-6, 7-5, 6-4; Noel Prince (COP)
—except for the lack of studying, the nine events and piled up 51
points
to
the
Farmer's
24.
How
geared
up Stanford squad last d. Grover Miller (S) 8-6, 6-2; Gor
but with quite a few of us—that's
don Dalbeck (COP) d. Bob Keeweek.
a year around practice —<•' so I ever that will not indicate this
meet's
outcome
because
the
Aggie
guess it just doesn't show!
Tomorrow afternoon the Tigers nan (S) 6-1, 6-2.
In the doubles:
swimmers
had
not
yet
hit
their
meet
U. C. on the home courts in
The volleyball tournament is
Basham - Rutledge (S) d.
peak
at
that
time.
With
two
ex
a return engagement. Last time
booming—and those gals have
Browne-Covey (COP) . 6-3, 6-2;
tra
weeks
of
training
they
should
the
Tiger
played
on
the
Bear
more darn fun! Four teams
courts Garlington's squad won a Biesser-Hughes (S) d. Tout-Swift
showed up for the first tourna give the locals a close run for
(COP) 6-3, 7-5; Frost-Schroeder
the
winning
points.
decisive 6-3 victory.
ment game April 18th—Tau Kap
(S) d. Prince-Mundt (COP) 6-3,
Bricker
is
the
outstanding
per-1
pa, Scotties (those are the town
New on the Tiger varsity is 6-3.
girls), Women-Manor (a combo former for the opposition. In the
ex-Cal man Bob Tout, returned
of Women's and Manor Halls—in last meet he won easliy in the 440,
vet from the ETO. Before the
case you didn't guess), and Epsi- took a second in the 50 and swam
war Tout was one-half of the U. She was young and fair and pret
ty,
lon . . . Tau Kappa and the Scot- the anchor on the medley. Back- ]
C. number one doubles team. With
ties tied with a score of 32, and ing him up is Bridges, a good
Chet Covey and "Pitt" Browne She's a girl I'll never forget.
Epsilon lost to Women-Manor 45- backstroker and Ware an almost
he gives the Tiger a tough "first We were in a Pullman sleeper
sure
winner
in
the
breaststroke.
three". Tout will be in action When by accident we met.
27.
Yes, I always shall remember
against Cal tomorrow.
For the Tigers, Dwight AtherThe gals who showed for T.K.K.
well
were Pat Corwin, Marilyn Carson, ton and Elvin Platti should score
In the Stanford game last week The girl, the time, the place;
in
the
freestyle
events.
BackPrince and Dalbeck played heads I was coming from the upper
Winnie Merriam, Joanne Potter,
Claire Ruiz, Muriel Hughes and strokers Joe Wilson and Jack Car
up tennis and managed to cop
berth
the only COP victories.
Marilyn West. Theresa Aberly, son should take their event one
And
stepped ppon her face.
Norma Bantillo, Virginia Black- two. In the breaststroke Kjeldsen
The Tiger netters played Mo
SPEED
BURNER
will
have
Matteoni,
Bice
and
a
weldar, Marg Grimshaw, Betty
desto J. C. here yesterday and will
Hughes, Joyce Preston, June Sut- promising newcomer Pierce, to Dwight Atherton, top Tiger swim play San Francisco State College
terfield, Dolores Moreno, and choose from for the two events. mer who will be seen in action to in S. F. this afternoon.
Jean MacNeill put in an appear Spanos and Boone will handle the morrow against the Cal Aggies.
Latest chedule for the netters
ance for the Scotties. On the springboard assignment. Free- The husky freestyler is a favorite is as follows:
Women-Manor team were Bev. stylers Homer Werner, Ken Eas- in whatever event Chris Kjeldsen
April 26—S. F. S. C
There.
Baldridge, Jean Bower, Pat Alli by, Dick House, Fred Chinchiolo chooses to use him.
April
27—U.
California
Here
and
Forsberg
will
handle
all
the
son. Ann Caminata, Geneveve
April 30—Modesto J. C
There
Metzler, Dorothy Purky, Mylene other events.
May 4—Fresno S. C
There
Porter, Gloria Silhersten, MaryMay 10—Cal Aggies
Here
anne Steele. And Bea Berlander,
May
18^-Cal
Aggies
There
Sally Logan, Miriam Martel, COP vs. CALIFORNIA
May 25—San Jose S. C
There
Phyllis Peri, Marilyn Shepard,
June
1—Fresno
S.
C
Here
Score:
Cal.
55—C.O.P.
20.
With
only
two
and
one-half
Helen Jenkins, Sue Shuman, NaJune
8—San
Jose
S.
C
Here
300
yd.
Medley—Cal—Loundsweeks
to
the
Alumni
game,
Coach
dine Walsh, Bev Billups, and
!June 15—Treasure Island Navy
berry,
Mathews,
Draves—3:25.1.
Stagg
has
been
gearing
his
boys
Jean Ann Wright were the play
..Here
220 yd. Free — Cal — Bean — into stiffer work-outs in the sixth
ers on Epsilon's team.
week of practice. Up 'till now,
Miss Cole says the team entries 2:26.3.
50 yd. Free—Cal—Solinsky— backfield play has been highly hospital where observation showare still possible—so how about
25.3.
stressed under the eye of Stagg, ed his shoulder had been thrown
some of the living groups that
Diving—Cal—Lavery.
who is sizing up his future poten-1 out t of place. Stagg announced
aren't represented coming out for
100
yd.
Free—COP—Atherton—tialities.
The emphasis from here (that Valencia will be out for the
some good laughs and a lot of
57.5.
on, will be put on defensive work rest of the spring practice, but is
fun?
150 yd. Back — COP — Wilson to coordinate with the backfield expected to be ready for the fall
I was at the baseball game last 1:52.3.
drive.
I schedule.
Friday afternoon when our fel
200 yd. Breast—Cal—Mathews
Last
Friday,
Stagg
released
his
'
Reports from the Alumni Foot
lows played the Cal Aggies—and —2:49.2.
men
from
routine
workouts,
to
ball
Camp indicated the most for
there were about two gals there—
440 yd. Free—Cal—Bean 5:15.7. start his first inter-squad game midable assemblage of former
the weaker sex really looked weak
400 yd. Relay — Cal — Draves,
—we won the game in spite of the Borger, Dozier, Grismer—3:59.5. of the year in Baxter Stadium. Almuni athletic stars ever to
Hal Grahlmans' passes to Jean gather under a C.O.P. banner.
absence of women—but the play
Ridley twice sparked their squad Their roster is alleged to feature
ers appreciate your interest in
to
the goal line where plunges by former Pacific captains, all con.
them and it's really fun—so how COP vs. GRANT HI
Davidson and Grahlman resulted ference, all coast, professional
about putting in an appearance
COP 42—Grant 15.
in the only two touchdowns of and ail-American players. Their
at the next game?
the day.
j lineup will not be released until
50 yd. COP—Ahterton—25.3.
Jhe annua] Dance Drama that
Lineman
J.
B.
Gambetta
(t),
next week when answers to invi100
Breast
COP—Pierce—1:22.5
e members of Sr. Orchesis put
220 free Grant — Nyquist — L. E. Mothorn (c), K. P. Rusk (g), tations to former Tiger players
on is really beginning to shape
J. D. Towns (g), letterman Jim will be officially divulged.
UP- Rumor has it that the dances 2:45.4.
During half time, track events,
100
Back
COP
—
Wilson
—
Watters
(t), and Joe Vierra (e),
P anned. so far are really good.
featuring renowned Pacific pole
1:08.8.
gave
performances
that
showed
. hh gals jike Evelyn Dow, Glorvaluter—Ray Kring, the 100 yard
100 Free COP—Platti—58.2.
promisq.
la Pleitner, La Vonne
Johnson,
Fleetfooted Joe Valencia, out-;dash, with acting track coach
150
Medley
COP—Wilson,
Bice,
eanette Reames, and Bernice
standing back, suffered a serious j Boyd Thompson taking part, and
yers working on it—can't help Easby—1:39.9.
injury during the scrimmage last i the four-man 440 sprint relay,
but b good!
200
Relay
COP—Forsberg,
Wer
hY Sherman
e
Tuesday. He was taken to the ' W'R take place.
ner, Platti, Atherton—1:48.7.
Were all happy to see Miss
a son, back in school after a
Styled by Sherman, the
eek's leave.
most famous maker of
STOCKTON'S
Phonograph
The tennis tournament is alties . . . in the careful
Rogers
Jewelry
Co.
St 0Ver- The finalists are PatMOST INTERESTING
manner this fabric
tv°T
Records
nes
BOOK STORE
deserves! Luxurious,
1 °
Bump, Pat Corwin, Marian- And in case you're
heavy-weight Gabar
im
Quality Jewelers
dine Weave in out
erested the semi-finalists were
OTTO
SCHWILL
standingly smart pat
p ari^n Carson, Catherine Cain,
OFFICE — SCHOOL
tty jones Bump> Clair RulZi
2301 Pacific Avenue
terns and a host
fa
and LEGAL SUPPLIES
By BETTY BENGAL

TIGERS FAVORED TO
WIN CLOSE ONE

Tigers Prepare
For Alumni

100%

NYLON
TIES

Pat g'e ^T°nfie'd, Theresa Aberly,
Corwin, and Betty Hughes.
me& tVV° ^hners will go to Sacraer>to to represent us in a tournaent
hp there. . . Luck!

QUINN'S
120 E. Main

Phone 7-7712

Phone 2-3553

Open Friday Evening
7 — 9 p. m.

Phone 5-5510
Main and Sutter Sts.

of solid shades. * |

iBravo & McKeegan
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Barbara Mills, Epsilon Pledge,
Crowned Belle of Archania

Placement Bureau
Job Opportunities

Amid ringing of bells and bestowing of congratulations, Barbara
Mills, Spring 1946, Belle of Archania, occupied her majesty's throne
Wednesday evening, April 17th, and was crowned with a wreath of
flowers by Clare Slaughter, fraternity president.
Against a background of palms *•
and candles, Barbara was present
ed with a gold identification CAMPUS QUERIES
bracelet and a dozen roses. As a
By BOB COLE
finale to the coronation, Don Rello
sang the "Sweetheart of Arch Then deck your lower limbs in
pants
ania."
The Belle of Archania has be If you must my sweeting;
come a tradition and is chosen by You really don't look bad coming
this way
the fraternity members each sem
But
have you seen yourself re
ester as the outstanding girl of
treating?
that season's sorority pledge
What do YOU think about gals
class. She is chosen for her looks,
ability, participation in campus who wear Levis? In search of an
affairs and an all around good answer to this momentous ques
tion, your inquiring scribe has
sport.
been from Far East to West.
Prior to the announcement of
In the Far East we ran across
the Belle, each sorority house pre
a 5th century Mr. Anthony nam
sented a short program, and the
ed Confucius who issued the fol
house presidents were given a
lowing statement for the Chinese
corsage of gardenias. Those par
Chronicle of his day: (Girls take
ticipating in the program were:
note!) "Man is the representa
Jane Baty and Gail Monroe, Alpha
tive of Heaven and is supreme ov
Theta Tau; Donna Perrott, Ep
er all things. Woman yields obe
silon Lambda Sigma, and Marian
dience to the institutions of man
Phillips, Tau Kappa Kappa.
and helps him carry out his princi
Guests to witness the ceremony ples." And yet women still try
t
were Misses Beulah Watson, to wear the pants in the family!
Patty Pierce, Sue Gregory, Louise
Coming back to the 20th Cen
Flaa, Mrs. A. H. Turner, and the tury in my Atomic Time Machine
members and pledges of the sor
I started out in search of the
orities.
nearest facsimile of a Heavenly
Archites who arranged the Man and, quite by accident ran
evening were: Paul'Berger, gen into Women Wower Wilson. Sez
eral chairman, assisted by San- me: "What do you think about
ford Moberly, Tom Stevens, Art gals wearing Levis?" Sez he: "I
Parrott and Bruce Swartz.
don't care WHAT they wear!"
Sez us: "Hmmmmm."
Entering that great home for
Student Union Com.
Wise & Witty Wolves, Rhizomia, I
popped the question to several
Answers Questions
characters and got the following
Concerning Drive
replies:
K. Dambaucher: "It's all right
Since discussions concerning
with me . . but I'd like to be able
the proposed building of a student
to buy a pair myself!"
union have begun, and since plans
L. Balazs: "They look better
have been drawn up, many ques
without 'em."
tions have risen as to how, where,
D. Kenyon: "O. K. if rolled up
when, and why it will be built.
at least to the knees.
The student union committee has
G. Johnston: "But definitely!"
answered a few of the many ques
W. Rubinstein: "I think skirts
tions as follows:
bring out their personality betWhen? If the drive is success , ter."
ful in raising sufficient funds, it j Leaving these sarcastic sages I
will become a reality by June ran across one E. Cornell seated
1947. The possibilities of short 1 in Malnutrition Mecca eating his
ages of building materials must i lunch. Between bites he combe considered, but unless some , mented, "I think it's stupid—make
un-forseen matter occurs, the 'em take 'em off!"
present difficulties can be met
Searching for Historical Back
and will not provide any delay.
ground I button-holed Dr. Eislen
,
Where? According to the pres , who seemed more interested in
ent plans, the student union will the present-day problem. Said
be built opposite the tennis courts he: "They ought to forbid girls
and next to the presently being to wear men's clothes! Especially
built dorm. The final plans have white shirts!"
not been completed, but will be
While running to the news of
the result of student ideas and fice in a bee-line to beat a dead
wishes.
line for a by-line under this head
How? By an extensive cam line I pressed our Gorgeous
paign covering students, faculty, Goateed President for a statement
parents, alumni, and citizens of to which Dr. Knowles said, "I
Stockton, it is hoped that the don't think about it!" Resolving
necessary funds can be raised. A to make the next Question of the
committee of 75 students are now Week "Where can you BUY a pair
working on campaign plans, and of Levis?," I concluded Campus
the group will expand to include Queries for this issue.
all those students who are willing
to work with the campaign com
LATEST DISC-HITS
mittee.
Why? An array of student op
inion has demanded a .student un
ion to solve the problems of the
needs for a social activity center.
The need for such a building can
be called one of the most urgent
problems on the COP campus.
Does the Administration back
the student union plans and the
student? The answer is an un
contested, "YES."

It ECO R D S

A number of attractive job op
portunities for both men and
women are still available through
the Junion College Placement
Service Bureau.
Stockton business firms are
very desirious of securing college
students on a part-time basis in
positions which pay from twentyfive to seventy-five dollars a
month, depending upon the type
of work and the amount of time
available. There are many stu
dents who are in need of money
to supplement their incomes or to
tide them over while Uncle Sam
is catching up on the distribution
of the allotment checks. Could
you be one who would just fit
in the one of the following oppor
tunities? If interested (or mere
ly curious) call at 310 Administra
tion Building and talk to Mr. Turpin.
Assistant to manager of local
theatre. Hours 6-11 p. m. on
week-days (except Monday), Sat
urdays and Sundays 3 to 5 and 6
to 11 p. m. No previous exper
ience required.
Upholsterer or student of up
holstering. Experience preferred.
Hours can be arranged to suit
school study schedule.
*
Shoe clerk for Saturdays only.
Man preferred, but would accept
woman with selling experience.
Clerical and general office
work. Some knowledge of short
hand desirable. Must have after
noon open. Man preferred. Pot
tery works just outside city lim
its.
Typist and general office assis
tant. Afternoons and Saturdays.
Typing insurance reports and
filing. Women.
Veterans (men) for lunch coun
ter and fountain work Saturdays
and Sundays only.
Two men to wash dishes at
lunch room and fountain near
campus.
Man to wash car for private
party daily at 6:30 a. m. Should
have time free to at least 9 a. m.
Nurses aid or pre-nursing stu
dent to assist during summer
with care of infant to private
home starting about July 1.
Ushers, gatekeepers, ticket sel-

in for the graduation di.
was issued from the Reg.
Office this afternon. ^
must be in by April 3o

San Francisco Day is celebrated
Final notice on names to be annually at the California State
Fair in Sacramento.
lers for evening softball season
starting about May 4 until Sep
tember 1.
Shellubrication
Bank assistant (man). Half
Shell Products
days and Saturdays, leading to
Tire and Battery
full time permanent position
Service
starting with close of present
school term.
Service
station
salesman.
Hours can be arranged up to five
hours daily. Need help especial
ly Saturday and Sunday after
noons and evenings.
This job
pays good money.

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

•f

J U S T A S M O O T H LINE
Gay romancer with bow-tied
bra and side laced trunk.
Swimsuit fit for you in white,
colon or print, from 8.95
* Trade

mark Reg.

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE

RADIOS and PHONOGRAPHS
Let us supply you with all |
your musical needs.

JOHNNY CALVIN j
2016 Pacific Avenue

turned
plomas
istrar's
names
1946.

t

Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

340 east main

U.S.

Pat.

OR.,
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PERI-SCOOP

Summer Session Adds Mr. Young Returns
From Chicago Meet
\ Eight to Faculty
we

a sun-baked weekend,
„ nn
with this half-baked dit- |
u
come F
After

Eight members of out of town
teaching staffs have been added
Tom Tom the piper's son
to Pacific's Summer Session fac
Stole a pig and away he run;
ulty, five of which have accepted
The pig was sma11 and Tom was I 4.
I
teaching
positions and three who
tall,
So all he got was one meat ball! will act as consultants and lec
turers.

TALENTED TOPSY

"Eddie Herr has a trick black
and white rodeo horse that has
been used the last two years in
the Madison Square Garden Ro
deo. The horse's registered name
is Topsy, and he does fifty-one
different tricks. He is the only
horse known that can brush his
own teeth and play the piano. He
does many of his tricks in the liv
ing room of Mr. Herr's home."—
York Dispatch (Pa.)
How 'bout brushing your teeth
in the bath room, Topsy?

The visiting faculty will be
composed of: Carrie Bowman,
teaching Directed Teaching in
Elementary School; Edward S.
Esser, teaching Coordination of
Intermediate and Upper Grade
Fundamentals; Helen M. Gavin,
teaching vocal and instrumental
music; Chiura Obata, teaching
courses in art, and Everett
O'Rourke.

Wesley G. Young, Director of
Secondary Student Teaching, re
turned Monday from a week's
stay in Chicago as a delegate to
the National Conference of Phi
Delta Kappa, professional educa
tion fraternity. Prof. Young is
president of the Sacramento Field
Chapter.
Ai the Chicago meeting he was
chairman of the Committee on
Standards and Ethics, as well as a
member of the nominating com
mittee. In the latter committee
he successfully steered Dr. Osma
Hull of the University of South
ern California into the presidency
of the organization.

Two College Bands
Are to Play for
Mardi Gras Parade

The College of the Pacific
Marching Band and the Blues
Band which is composed of COP
students, will play for the Mardi
Gras Parade, May 10th, from 6:45
to 7:45 p. m. in downtown Stock
ton.
Mrs. Bob Monagan, formerly
lone Angwin, who was chosen
queen at the last Pacific Mardi
Gras in 1943, will reign as grand
marshall of the parade. In addi
tion to the seven girls now run
ning for queen, the town organiza
tion, Tau Gamma, will also spon
sor a candidate.
Houses and organization which
will enter at least one float in
Fishes suffer no pair, when the parade are Women's Hall,
Men's Hall Annex (The Tube),
hooked by fishing lines.

SCHOOL DAYS (Daze, that is!;
Teacher: "Johnny, can't you
speak more distinctly? Have you
gum in your mouth?"
Johnny: "No, I'm soaking a
prune to eat at recess."—Emerald
and White.

Rhizomia, Omega Phi, Archania,
Epsilon, Alpha Thete, Tau Kappa,
Freshman Hall, Manor Hall, Co
op House, Tau Gamma, Zetagathean, Block P Society, SCA and the
Newman Club.
Additional members on the par
ade committee under the chair
man Bob Ravan are: Leo Pochine,
Cal Thomas, Anita Harris, Ruth
Shook and Bob Wilson.
Students who are contemplat
ing entering the Song Contest are
urged to get busy and turn in
their songs to Mr. Bodley in the
Conservatory by Monday, May
6th. The $25 award will be pre
sented to the writer or writers of
the outstanding song, and the
tune will be introduced to the stu
dent body at the Mardi Gras
Dance, May 11th.

TRIPLE
THREAT
by Junard of Dallas

The rhymes the thing, at least1
at some of the bay area high
schools, and some of the latest
gab comes out like this:
Slip Dip—that's really a petti
coat hangover.
Snooty Beauty—a cutey whose
snooty.
!
Chill Jill—That's right, you've
guessed it.
Fine Shine—SOS for the pow
der puff.—S. F. Examiner.

Feotured in

J U N I O R
B A Z A R

"Our fencing team lost again
last night."
"Ah, foiled again!"—San Diego
"Aztec."
And as a closing thought (at
times, we do have them) let us
leave you with this bit of advice:
The only safe way to double
your money is to fold it and put
it back in your pocket.

Campus "Hot Rods
Called Museum Pieces
Perhaps as you've strolled j
through our beautiful well-kept!
campus, you've noticed a few •
heaps of junk, or what are com-!
monly referred to as "hot-rods,"
beat-up buggies," or just cars.
These little relics which are us
ually placed between a beautiful
42 Buick or '41 Mercury, only
add more local color to our thrivtog little college.
•^t us take for example the lit
he 1904 model of Harry Thom
son s. He purchased it for the
uge sum of fifty-five dollars, and
® tells us it runs thirty miles per,
en tie's in a hurry of course.
Another little jalopy, quite wellno wn on-campus is that owned
Y Larry Mason. Unlike Harry's
d31 ^arry's i-s a little later model,
r°bab'y originally purchased in
• When it isn't carrying Larr
y and his drums back and forth
°m Berkeley to Pacific, it cars four other passengers.
(Five
ease of emergency.)
b
course we can't all have
autifm little '41 Fords such as
but °ne 0Wned by Jack Hyman,
c°Tege just wouldn't be col]
e without the different (diff
•o eb^that is) atmosphere of
iiJ-bUggies." Besides the fellas
oyo to tinker with them.

in tattertooth, a crown-tested
"green light" rayon fabric by
mooresville mills . . . green, red,
brown or blue stripes on white . .
sizes 7 to 15.
Blouse, Skirt
and Belt
Pedal Pushers

$14.95
$ 4.99

Katten and Marengo Exclusive Fashion
as modeled by Stella Simpson of Alpha Theta Tau
—photograph by Bob's Studio
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EDITORIAL

Five
Years Ago
This Week

NO SMOKfNG

An informal poll taken of returned veterans on the
College of the Pacific campus showed recently that only
about one in every ten who is of legal voting age has reg
istered for the forthcoming primary elections. No attempt
at complete accuracy was made in the poll, but it neverthe
less brings to view a rather surprising situation.
One has only to sit in on a campus veteran's bull ses
sion to find out what the veterans think is wrong with the
city, county, state and federal governments, and yet, with
all the griping about injustices, crooked politics, and misgovernment, nine out of ten of them apparently don't think
that it is worth their while to try to change some of the
existing situations that they gripe the loudest about. Those
situations can only be changed by voting, and it is possible
to vote only when registered yet only one man in ten on
this campus is farsighted enough to realize that only by
voting can he have the kind of government that he wishes.
Most of the other nine say, "What's the use of my vot
ing? One man's vote can't change the course of an elecr
tion".
It is absolutely true that one man walking into the ^—Ulc&Xxx-s iviu
polls alone, and voting the way that he feels to be right, is
merely a "voice crying out in the wilderness", but if enough The Administration—"Measures will be taken."
veterans get together with the same idea in mind, their
here, however, we are again tak
voices would be heard in the wilderness and even beyond.
ing a new step, by coordination
Almost all of the veterans of this war honestly felt that
of the four year junior college
program with the senior college.
their way of government was right.
The basis of that
government for which they fought is the guaranteed right
The large tract of land opposite
of every man to vote. Even though they all know this to
the stadium will house the new
institution when it is finally
be a fact, only ten per cent of them are taking advantage of
By DICK PEDERSEN
built, but many junior college
the right for which they fought and the spoils of their vic
classes
will continue to be held
In 1935 The College of the Paci
tory. If it was worth fighting for and dying for, it's worth
on
the
Pacific campus. Many
availing themselves of now that they have secured it for fic took an unprecedented step in other facilities, probably includ
the
history
of
higher
education
themselves and for every one.
when it undertook the present ar ing library and book-store, will be
On the C. O. P. campus, at the present time, there are
rangement with the Stockton Jun used by both student bodies.
about 700 returned veterans of voting age. Of these 700, ior College.
The new system won't be
probably 400 are residents of Stockton or San Joacpiin
Dropping all freshmen and brought into effect without some
County. Most of these are of legal voting age.
sophomore classes, the college be hitches, but plans are now being
The Weekly is not advocating the entry into politics of came the only two year college in made to iron out most of the
the veteran's club as a unit, but it is advocating the mass the nations, and the only private problems before they actually
arise. Two PSA committees are
registration and voting of every veteran on campus, and any institution to be connected in a
direct way with a state support now working on the reorganiza
student or faculty member who is eligible to vote in this
tion of the student body and the
ed college.
city and county.
adjustment of athletic require

Horizons
Unlimited

The satisfactory results of the
new set-up and the large increases
comfort, and (if you haven't in both the lower division and
Quonset Quandry ern
guessed already) with a southern senior division registration have
By BOB COLE
accent, Frank (Raaaabel Honey) been continually watched by in
Upchurch.
terested educators throughout
Together with some hundreds
of other COPerplexed students, By keeping the good ear to the the nation.
Both schools feel that they have
this columnist wandered through insulated walls we got a SCOOP!
Pacific's Newest Archeticural Ad Did you know that the Mardi been greatly rewarded for their
vancement last Friday night, and Gras will be graced by a fair experiment in such a novel
emerged from "The Tube" with Queen of the Quonset who, it has scheme. Students attending the
an enlarged insight on how to been assured, will be "appropria junior college have the college at
make a home out of a Quonset tely dressed." (Or UN-dressed, mosphere and background that
as the case may be). The lucky other junior colleges lack, and Pa
Hut in 57 varieties.
BOY to be chosen in none other cific can concentrate its efforts
Upon arrival, the top was rolled than that curvaceous beauty Har
on the more advanced studies
back by use of a huge can open old (Cuddles) Mucke, who got his
knowing that the close coopera
er and the sardines poured in. curves from bending with the gen
tion of the Junior College will
Personally conducting the sight tle slope of "The Tubes" roof. At
supply well-trained students.
seeing tour was Bill ("—and on tending Cuddles will be the beau
64-4 PLAN
your left . .
Hansen who teous Ross Hanna and Dutch
greeted everyone with a smile Widman. Second Scoop: The In the near future another
change will be made in the rela
and road map of the area. Early Quonset We-don't-go-out - with in the tour, it appeared that one campus-women Club is going full tionships of the entire Stockton
of the girls had a little trouble blast according to charter mem School District and the two col
following her roadmap and wan bers Harold Mucke, Bud Fare leges when the 6-4-4 plan is put
into effect.
dered into the—er—ah — wash well, Dick Cooke, Dutch Widman,
Already tried in Pasadena and
room by mistake. The only mis and Ross Hanna. This organiza
a
few
other centers, the 6-4-4 plan
haps occured when several Hut- tion was reputed to have discover
Sutters were caught "verbally un ed the Ideal Way to Raise the! is a basic revision in the tradi
prepared," although Don (don't Treasury, since their main clause tional grammar school, junior
get excited girls!") Bash WAS a is a $2.50 fine for each member high school and high school plans
victim of misunderstanding. See who goes out with aforesaid which most systems follow.
Under such a plan only the first
Don for details.
women, money going into a bond six years are spent in grammar
While passing through one of ed fund.
school, the next four in what
the alpha-better sections of QuonThrowing our road map into might be termed junior high
setown (Section D to be exact) we the already well-filled waste bas school, and the junior and senior
ran across such fright-ems as the kets, we file out into the fresh years of the normal high school
picture over Kenny (I meant to air once more—past the jingling are combined with the junior col
take it down) Young's bunk, and pockets and clinking bunks of the
lege years into a four year junior
the Photogenic Pretty on Ted Hut-Sutters, past the Varga-color- college.
(that's my woman!) Pieghtal's ed wall paper, past the spotless
High school graduation diplo
dresser. Noted in passing as the cement floors, and out into the
mas are still given at the end of
best wardrobed man in the hut drab, everyday world that makes
the twelfth year of schooling, but
was the sweater-hoarder A1 Levy, it the rest of the campus.
the new arrangement encourages
and in the south end we ran
higher education to at least the
across a gentleman in a Southern
California was the leading end of the junior college level.
bunk with a southern exposure cement producing state in 1944, FORWARD STEP
who was reclining in true South- with $21 million production.
In making the new arrangement

it\ ana

ments, and the reorganization and
coordination of social and activ
ity groups to provide for the new
years which will be added.

Keeping in mind that the last
two years of high school will be
on the junior college campus, the
problem these committees face is
one of adjustment of our activi
ties with those now existent in
the high school, the preservation
of high schol and college athletic
eligibility, the government of the
three distinct college groupings,
the year or age requirements for
sororities and fraternities, and
numerous others.

While nosin' round the news
room I sorta happened onto some
old PW's stuck behind a desk and
after glancin' through the faderj
pages of fate I thought I'd pass
on a little bit of the dis and data
that make up the Pacific of fjVe
years ago.
Russ Morgans Band was makin'
the music for the marvelous Mar
di Gras . . . costumes Were
brought from frisky Frisco to
frolic in. They were displayed in
the SC annex and rented for a
"nominal fee" . . . according to a
story in the PW a current COPer.
sonage did a bang-up job on the
Master of Ceremonies Charlie
Mokiao . . . the Quite Cute Cutie
who was elected queen was one
Donna Ferguson . . . Mr. "Mor
gan Manner" himself is an excoal miner—didja know that?
Prize winners at the Mardi Gras
who COPed the honors dressed as
fire-crackers (musta got a bang
outa that!—ugh!) and a costume
of the "Woman of Tomorrow."
Election times was current col
umn coverance, with Bob Mona
gan elected Prexy ... the Sas
sity Section was full of arrange
ments for a coming Junior-Senior
Prom ... A gals gallery was list
ening to a lucid lecture on "How
to handle special problems in
diets" . . . Freshman femmes
and fellas were planning an In
formal at the Social Country
Club ... A radio broadcast from
Epsilon Lambda Sigma was fea
turing a show including a Quiz
Show with Profs as contestants
with a prize of a large pie for the
"most humorous answer of the
evening" . . . also starred was a
skit entitled "Who Killed the
Professor" or "Who Konked the
Dean on the Bean."
In the Bengal Battles of the day
the Tigers had just lost a tracktussle to the Cal Aggies, 781£ to
52(4, and won one from Chico's
Cindermen, 82 1/3 to 46 2/3 . - •
on the tennis courts the racquet
rustlers tok Cal Aggies 5-2 . - •
A fleet-foot floogie with a godly
amount of floy-floy was flashing
through the 880 in 2:02.3 which is
DGT (Darn Good Time) . . in an
Alumni vs. Varsity tilt on the grid
iron the final football fracus fig
ure was 0-0.

Notice to Vets
ALL VETERANS enrolled in
Stockton Jurior College who
have applied for benefits un
der the Servicemen's Readjust
ment Act and have not received
subsistence payments, are re
quested to report to the Veter
ans Administration Office 1"®
Weber Hall before the 4th of
May.

The new student body associa
tion, the new athletic qualifica
tions, and the new connections
will be another step forward in
the history of an ever advancing
and changing college, and we will
all be anxious to consider the
tentative conclusions that the
committees intend to draw up this
semester.
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